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Joining tools and auxiliaries equipment

To support an effective and efficient fabrication of our belts, we develop and offer 
a broad range of tools and devices designed to meet the needs of our customers and
distribution/service partners.This range covers the requirements of inhouse
fabrication (series and specialties) as well as those of on-site installations of conveyor,
power transmission belts and tapes such as slitters, skiving tools, finger cutting tools, 
hot-presses and auxiliaries like coiling and welding devices.
For plastic modular belts HabasitLINK® we are well equipped with own designed and
manufactured semi-automated assembling machines.

Training

Habasit organizes training programs and provides supporting tools to ensure optimal
use of our products and prolonging their life cycle. Fabrication, installing, assembling,
maintenance and belt repair training is carried through at Habasit’s or at customer’s site. 

Specific application knowledge transfer

Habasit provides application specific knowledge transfer for process specific issues 
to allow for optimal use of our products and to optimize machinery and processes.

Guaranteed performance

Our faith in our products is such that if one of our sales specialists has recommended
a belt for a specific application, we will guarantee its performance. Should for any
reason that belt not perform optimally, your money will be refunded unconditionally.

Designing the future “Partner in Design”

Habasit believes in partnership. For joint design developments our engineering team
is looking for strong cooperation with the customer’s engineering team, preferably 
at a very early stage. We offer this cooperation to large customers.
Co-design: We work together for success.

Testing offer for customer

R&D expertise, laboratory and test equipment are offered for the customer’s specific
process needs like mechanical endurance testing, influence of customer/process
used chemicals/ingredients or thermal influence behavior on belts.

Belt monitoring

A customized Habasit service that includes maintenance, regular belt monitoring
reports, regular review meetings with the responsible for process/production 
at customer’s site.

Customized service agreements

According to the specific needs of our customers we offer customized services like
inventory, emergency service, belt exchange services or order/re-order management.

Project management

We are experienced partners for belting project co-ordination on an international scale
for globally operating customers.
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